Updates to the NSR Application Workbook

Version 3.1 Updates:

- Updated submittal instructions: no hard copies are needed by APD except the general sheet when an original signature is required. Printed versions are still required when submitting to the regional offices, local programs, and/or for the public viewing place when notice is required.
- Fixed the drop down list in Column A of the Unit Types – Emission Rates sheet.
- Added unlocked columns to each data entry sheet for the applicant to use for internal notes and/or reviews. The information in this column should be deleted prior to submitting the workbook to APD.
- Added an optional dropdown selection to indicate the project should be reviewed under a different ozone classification than the current classification for areas in which it is anticipated that EPA will change the classification. Please note, additional notice may be required when submitting a nonattainment application before a classification change has been made effective.
- Corrected the listed region for the following counties: Ellis, El Paso, Lamar, Lamb, Lampasas, La Salle, McCulloch, McLennan, McMullen, Madison, Marion, Martin, and Matagorda.
- Added boilers to the Chemical/Energy unit type list which had inadvertently been removed.
- Added drop down options for indicating where offset emissions will be coming from.
- Removed IFS, CONCAT, and IFNA formulas that are not compatible with Excel 2013.
- Clarified instructions throughout.
- Allowed sorting of the Unit Types reference sheet.
- Moved to version and patch numbers instead of dates.
- Allowed the row heights on the General and Federal Applicability sheets to be adjusted.
- Updated wording of the agreement to using the TCEQ version of the workbook.

March 18, 2019 Version Updates:

- Improved instructions throughout workbook
- Updated conditional formatting
- Clarified submission procedures
- Added Version, maximum number of FINs, and release date to Cover Page
- Moved the order of questions to improve flow of document
- Added more permit and action types
- Added questions regarding consolidating NSR permits
- Added detailed questions from 30 TAC Chapter 116 requirements
- Added follow-up questions to specific permit and action types
- Added a “Renewals” tab with questions specific to renewals and renewal/amendments
• Added a "Technical" tab with sections specific to permit type
• Increased EPN/FIN actions available in “Unit Types-Emission Rates” tab
• Revised Unit Types available for selection
• Moved “Impacts” and “Fees” tabs towards the end to improve flow of document
• Added “Federal Applicability” tab with eligibility questions and four determination tables
• Updated “Fees” tab to cover more fee scenarios
• Added Ozone to “Impacts” tab and removed NOx
• Updated impacts demonstration options and resources
• Added Proposed Measurement Techniques to “Monitoring” tab
• Updated examples and included a table of contents for the examples
• Added a blank table in the same layout as the “Unit Types-Emission Rates” tab for ease of use
• Added “Summary” tab with an overall project summary
• Added Greenhouse Gas (GHG) pollutants to the drop-down list